Sculptural and monolithic, this residence integrates into the Viennese landscape, offering an outstanding view from the upper floor
dressing area. Architecture by Project 101. BELOW A downtown
Manhattan penthouse frames the skyline in full floor-to-ceiling
panes utilizing Sky-Frame’s frameless sliding doors with only slightly more than a 3/4 inch profile view. Architecture by UNStudio.
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THE ART OF GLASS

Two stories of triple-glazed Sky-Frame 3 windows
overlook the pool at this Rome villa, designed by Italian
architect Roberta Giordano Sorisi. LEFT The new SkyFrame Pivot is a large-scale glass door with an axis that
opens with a gentle push.
ABOVE

Poetry in Motion from Switzerland to Culver City
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is in its 360 degree unobstructed
views, and seamless blending with
the natural elements. It’s always been
an architectural marvel, and a benchmark of purist modernism. Much like
an iconic Larry Bell sculpture, it’s a
sublime minimal statement that
glorifies pure geometric form.
When Philip Johnson designed the
famous Glass House in New Caanan,
CT in 1949, he stunned the architectural world, and created questions
about maintenance, insulation, durability, breakability, security–and of
course, privacy. It was a landmark
moment in architecture, and remains
so, to this day.
Today, glass has truly become a
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singular art form. It’s not the same
product it once was: Sky-Frame, a
Switzerland company whose U.S.
branch is in Culver City, is creating
state-of-the-art aluminum sliding
glass door systems that can be motorized and contain a self-cleaning track
that disappears quietly into the pockets of the home. The glass material is
so advanced that it’s nearly impossible to discern that there is any sort of
barrier protecting the resident from
the great outdoors. A view, not a
window, is their motto, as there is
hardly a trace of hardware in sight.
According to Beat Guhl, CEO and
founder of Sky-Frame, “I have always
been fascinated by the challenge
offulfilling ‘impossible’ customer

wishes. With Sky-Frame, ‘a view, not a window’
is an apt description in keeping with the concept
of free-flowing space championed by Le Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe, which is the ideal
context for our products. Instead of inserting a
window into a wall, the whole wall becomes a
window.”
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THE BEAUTY OF A GLASS HOUSE

It seems many of the cutting-edge architects
around the world, including Sir Norman Foster,
Steven Ehrlich, Hagy Belzberg and Shubin
Donaldson are looking for the perfect ‘view’ for
their clients and have incorporated Sky-Frame
glass into their residential and commercial projects for its sophisticated technology and versatility, including highly curved and angular glass
doors, and the new Pivot door. CH
www.sky-frame.com
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